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What You Will Learn 
Today 

 

• Biology of Adolescent Sleep – Awake Cycle 
• Consequences of Sleep Deprivation 
• Start Time Myths and Excuses 
• School Start Time Initiatives for Anne Arundel 

County  
• FAQs 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You may not need to cover all of these topics.  i.e. if they understand the teen sleep biology, skip it.  



Circadian Sleep Patterns 

Sleep patterns of elementary 
students 
• 10-12 hours of sleep necessary each 

night 
• Bedtimes easily set by parents 
• Early to bed and early to rise is 

natural 
• Little need for parental wake up calls 

or alarms 
 
 
 
 

Sleep  patterns of adolescent students 
• 8-9.5 hours of sleep necessary each 

night 
• Melatonin secretion starts later, 

inducing sleepiness after midnight. 
• Difficult to fall asleep before 11pm 

and difficult to wake up and be alert 
earlier than 8am. 

• Waking a teen at 6am is similar to an 
adult waking up at 3am. 

• Sleep pattern is similar in developed 
countries worldwide.  We are not a 
nation of “lazy “teens. 
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The American Academy  
of Pediatrics and the  

U.S. Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention 

recommend that no middle or 
high school begin before  

8:30 a.m.  
High schools in Anne Arundel 

County begin at  
7:17 a.m. 

Most teens are waking around 
that time to catch buses in the  

6 a.m. hour.  
Some kids are on a  

school bus as early as  
5:23 a.m.  

For much of the year our teens are walking to 
school and school buses in the dark. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From CDC report published August 2015



Circadian Sleep Patterns 

• Only 3-9% of adolescents get 8.5 hours of sleep in night.   
 
• 28% fall asleep in school, 22% fall asleep doing homework. 
 
• On average most teens only sleep 6.75 hours on school nights 

 
• Scientists believe that adults arriving for work at 4am – [equivalent to a 

6am teen wake up to be at school for 7:17 start] has an impaired ability to 
process information that is as bad as if they'd had a few whiskies or beers. 

 
• Anne Arundel County Public Schools (AACPS)’s high schools all start at 

7:17am, the earliest in the state for comprehensive high schools. 
 

• Magnet high school busing pick-ups start at 5:23am.   
– Students recommended to be there 10 minutes early + travel time to these centralized 

locations = Wake ups for students at ~4:30am or earlier. 
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Circadian Sleep Patterns 
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Presentation Notes
Students catching the 5:23 or 5:30 magnet buses should be asleep by7:30-8pm.  Those on “normal” bus routes should be asleep before 9pmClearly not realistic bedtimes, given homework, activities, work, family time, etc.  So if they can’t go to bed that early (let alone fall asleep), the only time to help is in the early morning, when those REMs are best for the body, by delaying school starts.  



Sleep Consequences 

• Cognitive impairment 
• Memory and learning issues 
• Increased irritability and  aggressiveness, decreased socialization and 

humor 
• Increased risk for car accidents 
• Increased emotional and behavioral problems 
• Hyper-sexuality 
• Unintended sleep  

– Falling asleep in class or on the bus ride 
• Tardiness and absenteeism  

– If they miss the bus and have no other way to get to school, they skip school 
• Increased risk for obesity 

– Chose sleep over breakfast,  
– Eat more fast food and less fruit/vegetables 
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Sleep Consequences 

 
• Sleep deprived teens are more vulnerable to drugs, alcohol, caffeine, and 

tobacco .  
• Sleep deprived teens are more likely to feel hopeless, depressed, or 

suicidal. 
• Special needs children may be even more affected, as they may take 

longer to settle down at night or need additional time in the morning. 
• Sleep deprived behavior often similar to ADHD; its not just lethargic 

behavior 
• High school boys with insufficient sleep were more likely to carry a 

weapon on school  grounds. 
• Increased adolescent crime in hours between early school release and 

parents return from work. 
• Disrupted sleep/awake cycle affect endocrine, renal, thermoregulatory, 

cardiovascular, and digestive systems. 
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In September 2014, the American Academy of Pediatrics declared that: 
• No middle or high school should start before 8:30 a.m. 

"…a substantial body of research has now demonstrated that delaying 
school start times is an effective countermeasure to chronic sleep loss  
and has a wide range of potential benefits to students with regard to 
physical and mental health, safety, and academic achievement." 
 

In August 2015, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention stated that: 
• 80% of public middle and high schools do not meet the American Academy  

of Pediatrics start times recommendation  
"Among possible public health interventions for increasing sufficient  
sleep among adolescents, delaying school start times has the potential  
for the greatest population impact by changing the environmental  
context for students."  
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Doctor's Orders 



In December 2014, the Maryland Department of Health and Mental Hygiene 
and the Maryland Department of Education stated in a joint report that:  
 

• No high school should start before 8 a.m. 
 

• The state's school systems should conduct a feasibility study for 
implementation of a start time of 8 a.m. or later 
 

       "… in preserving the status quo, whereby school  
        start times are a matter for each local jurisdiction,  
        the state risk letting local resistance trump a  
        strong body of scientific evidence that sleep is  
        critical to health and academic achievement." 
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Public Health & Education 



 

• Since teenage brains are still developing , teens require more sleep than adults 
do. Because of their stage of development, it is very biologically difficult for 
most teens to fall asleep before 11 p.m. 

• Requiring teenagers to deprive themselves of sleep to prepare for the  
"real world" is like asking a toddler to skip naps to prepare for 5th grade. 

• Forcing a teen to wake before 7 a.m. is the equivalent of asking an  
adult to wake at 4 a.m. 

• Sacrificing sleep for school or work is not a responsible and healthy behavior. 

• Most major universities don't start classes before 8 or 8:30 a.m. 

• Roughly one out of three adults leaves their home for work after 8 a.m. 

• Although Anne Arundel County high schoolers are at their desks at 7:17 a.m., 
not many adults can say the same. 
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Reality #1 
Rising early does not prepare teens for adulthood 



Reality #2 
Later school start times do not negatively impact 
students who have after-school jobs 
 

• In districts that have moved start times later, most employers did not care 
if students started their work shifts an hour later.   

• Many businesses need additional workers during the 5 to 8 p.m. shopping 
and dining rush, not at 3 p.m., which is when most adult shoppers and 
diners are still at work. 

• For businesses that close at 10 or 11 p.m., teen workers are often given 
that last shift. Forcing teenagers to then wake at 5 or 6 a.m. leaves little 
time for sleep.  
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Reality #3 
Starting school later is not too expensive 

 • In 2011 Brookings Institute report found that delaying school start times is among 
the top three most cost-effective ways to boost academic achievement.  

• Economists estimate a 9:1 Benefit-to-Cost-Ratio when school times are made later. 

• Disadvantaged students benefit twice as much from later school start times than 
non-disadvantaged students do. 

• Consolidating busing to be more efficient has saved some districts money during 
the switch to later start times. 

• Transportation routing software can help identify busing efficiencies and potential 
cost savings. (Until this already-purchased software is implemented in Anne 
Arundel County, the cost of starting school later is largely an estimate.) 

• The money now being spent to teach students who are too tired to learn would be 
better used to start school later so teens can be alert and ready to learn 

• AACPS's proposed FY17 budget is $1.14 billion. The $8.1 million estimate for later 
start times amounts to  0.7% of the budget. 
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Presentation Notes
There are 19 bus companies contracted to supply buses to AACPS.  AACPS only operates a relatively few number of buses, generally for special needs transport.  The most expensive of the 4 Task Force Options was estimated at $9 Million, which would increase transportation to approximately 5.5% of the total AACPS budget.$9 million was a hand calculated estimate, until software running, we actually have no idea how much it will cost.



Reality #4 
Later school hours will not have a negative 
impact on extracurricular activities 

• Daytime sleepiness impairs athletic performance. 

• According to research reported by the American Academy of Pediatrics 
in 2012, adolescent athletes who sleep 8 hours or more each night 
were 68% less likely to be injured, regardless of participation, number 
of sports, strength training, private coaching, etc. 

• School districts that have switched to later start times have 
experienced increased participation in extracurricular activities and 
more success.   
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Reality #5 
Ending the high school day later will not 
leave younger children without care 

 • Until work and school times are aligned, there will always be a need for before 
and after child care. School programs, caregiving services, neighbors and others 
can provide the needed short-term or full-afternoon care for the younger 
siblings of teens. 

• Caregivers will adjust to market demands, as they do for early release days.  
Also, the Anne Arundel County Department of Parks & Recreation needs a 
minimum of only 12 students to start a school-based before or after care 
program. 

• Releasing teens from school at 2 p.m. leaves them unsupervised until 6 p.m. or 
later — and often stuck at school or at home due to having no transportation.    

• In a California study, children ages 12-17 who were left unsupervised for three 
or more days per week were twice as likely to engage in criminal activity and 
three times more likely to smoke marijuana. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Basically, the work day is longer than the school day, and there has always been and will always be a need for before or after school child care for children of elementary school aged kids. So whether the day starts early or late for elementary school children, working parents must take parental responsibility provide care for a child. It is not the responsibility of the school district to be a daycare provider, and the district must focus on the best academic and health outcomes for its students first and foremost. When parents object to the late start for the teens because of this concern, I ask them what arrangements they had for their first child. Then I ask them if they think it is right to risk their older student's health and academic success by sending them to school early just so that they can provide free day care for an hour or so each day. This usually causes them to think a bit more about their reason for objecting to the change to later HS start times.



Reality #6 
It isn't "safer" to start high schools 
earlier than elementary schools 

• It is unsafe for every child of any age to walk to school or wait for a bus when it's 
dark and cold outside. 

• It is unsafe to send new, sleep-deprived teen drivers out on the roads. (School 
districts that changed their start times to later had 65 to 70% fewer automobile 
crashes by 16 to 18 years olds.) 

• Age does not make pedestrians more visible to other sleep-deprived teen and 
adult drivers. 

• Early school start times and even earlier bus pick-ups require AACPS to make 
even earlier forecast calls regarding wintery weather. Decisions are made, often 
with incomplete data, where the risk of making the "wrong" call and not delaying 
school on a particular day is dangerous for the entire community.  
(Poor decisions were notably made during the 2014 and 2015 school years.) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SunriseAugust 24 (first day of school) 6:27amSeptember 6:35-7:01amOctober  7:02-7:32November (with time change) 6:30-7:05December 7:06-7:35January 7:25-7:13February 7:12-6:40March with time change 7:29-6:53April 6:50-6:10May 6:08-5:53June  5:40



Reality #7 
Starting school later doesn't mean 
that teens will "just stay up later" 

• Follow-up studies with schools that have changed their start times indicate that 
students fell asleep at the same time each night as before the change. 

• A University of Minnesota study showed that a 30-minute hour school delay 
resulted in a full hour of extra sleep each night for students. 

• As the journal Scientific American states:  
 

"No amount of bribing or threatening can make an adolescent fall asleep early.  
  Don't blame video games or TV. Even if you take all of these away ... and  
  switch off the lights, the poor teen will toss and turn and not fall asleep  
  until midnight or later, thus getting only about 4 to 6 hours of sleep until it  
  is time to get up and go to school again." 
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Real Concerns,  
Real Solutions 

• After-school jobs, sports schedules, clubs, lessons, child care, bus 
scheduling, parental preferences, work schedules and adult convenience 
are all valid issues when considering later school start times. But, often, 
the concerns are fueled by a fear of change.  

• Establishing healthy school hours for all children (and teenagers are still 
children) is a doable, beneficial change. 

• No research exists indicating that early school start times are beneficial  
to student success and well-being. However, overwhelming evidence says 
quite the opposite.  
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Benefits to Teachers 

• Students more awake in first two periods 
• Fewer students sleeping through classes throughout 

day 
• Fewer tardies/absentees 
• Quieter hallways 
• Fewer referrals to discipline 
• Increased graduation rates 
• Improved grades 
• Teachers enjoyed additional preparation time in 

morning 
• More sleep for teachers too! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anecdotally, high school teachers who want to start a family either quit or move to middle or elementary so they can get daycare! There are no daycare that open early enough for a young mother or father who lives a distance away and has to be at work at 6:30 or ?? We lose good teachers and these teachers have to change their career track.



Benefits to Parents 

• Parents reported teens “easier to live with” with 
fewer early morning confrontations and better 
family time. 

• More sleep for parents too! 
• Less family stress 
• Less worry about child’s behavior during 

unsupervised time between end of school and 
parents’ return from work. 

• May actually better align with parent work hours 
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Benefits to Community 

• Altered traffic flows 
• Reductions in afternoon crime, juvenile 

delinquency, & drug and sex experimentation 
opportunities 

• Teachers, Bus Drivers, Crossing Guards, etc also 
get extra sleep 

• Teen workers still available to businesses from 
4pm-10pm for busy evening work hours 

• Better educated citizens 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Traffic on first day of school is smooth in Fairfax despite new start times”   (contrary to headline in link)https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/education/as-students-head-back-to-school-in-northern-va-traffic-woes-escalate/2015/09/08/a05e5b56-5635-11e5-b8c9-944725fcd3b9_story.htmlFairfax Co did extensive outreach to community as a whole about shifting school schedules.  



Earliest Bus Stop 
August 24, 2015 

• Bus arrived at 5:10 at Southern  
Middle for Magnet bus to Glen 
Burnie 

• Student arrived at 5:14 
• Bus scheduled to depart at 5:23 
• Bus actually departed 5:28 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bus can depart 5 minutes late, since there isn’t traffic along Route 2 north at that hour to Central Elem for second pick up at 5:43.  If bus driver knows can leave at 5:28 and still make it, then bus stop time could/should be pushed back by that amount.  Hopefully software can find a few minutes here and there, to tighten up schedule.



AACO History 

• In the 1960’s, high school started at ~9am 
• Incrementally shifted earlier and earlier by a few minutes here and 

there 
• 1996 High school shifts start times to 7:17 a.m., but Board of 

Education member said later would be better-if there was money. 
• 2000-2001, Annapolis H.S. was proposed to be pilot program for 

later start times (9am start).  Program never implemented.  
• ~2005 Board of Education member “Oh, we know all the science. 

We don't dispute it. But we don't have the money. Find us the 
money, and we'll do it.” 

• January 2006 several BOE motions to shift start times (varying from 
15 minutes to high schools at 9am) fail to earn sufficient votes. 
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AACO History 

• February 2014, Start Times Task Force created.  Report presented in 
October 2014 
– Four options presented to shift start times. 
– Over 2/3 of survey respondents desired some kind of change in school 

start times 
– Recommended the purchase of transportation software (bus 

transportation routes currently calculated by hand based on 
experience/institutional knowledge) 

• December 2014, Superintendent Arlotto includes money to 
purchase transportation software in his 2015-2016 budget 

• January 2015, County Council unanimously passes a resolution 
urging AACPS to purchase transportation software and take steps to 
establish healthy school hours 
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AACO History 

• February 2015, BOE adjust proposed budget by also including 
$600,000 to shift school start times in 2016-2017 school year. 

• May 2015, County Executive Schuh includes money for 
transportation software in his budget. 

• June 2015, County Council approves AACPS budget for 
transportation software purchase and $600,000 for start time 
shift.  

• June 2015, BOE reaffirms intention to shift start times in 
2016-2017 school year.  Details unknown.   

• August 2015, Contract awarded for transportation software 
(SEON). 
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AACO History 

• October 20, 2015, BOE held a public workshop on Later Start Times.   
AACPS Task Force, Fairfax County  & Montgomery County 
Representatives presented/answered BOE questions. 

• December 16, 2015, Superintendent Arlotto includes later start 
times in FY17 budget for August 2017. 

• January 12, 2016, AACPS released proposed bell schedule 
• February 2016, AACPS conducts community outreach. 
• February 17, 2016, BOE approved FY 17 Budget request.  Dr. 

Arlotto’s plan not funded.  Instead $1.4 million included for start 
times to shift in August 2017 

• May 2016, CE Schuh forwards FY17 Budget to County Council. 
• June 2016, County Council approves FY17 budget. 
• July 1, 2016, Fiscal Year 2017 begins. 
• August 2017, Schools Shift Start/Dismissal Times? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bus contracts need 6-8 month lead time to change contracts and purchase new buses.  



Where Do We  
Go From Here? 

 
• SSL AACo is seeking leadership from the BOE and AACPS to 

ensure a successful implementation, that meets American 
Academy of Pediatrics and Centers for Disease Control 
recommendations. 

 
• SSl AACo is hopeful AACPS will follow the lessons learned as 

described in the Blueprint for Change from Fairfax County., 
which summarizes the lessons learned from school districts 
that have changed. 
http://www.fcps.edu/supt/update/1415/Blueprint-Change-
School-Start-Time-Change-ReportFinal4-14-14.pdf 
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Poster by student 
activist Clayton 
Cavanaugh of Muskego 
High School, Wisconsin 
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Frequently Asked 
Questions 

• What time will my child’s school start ? 
– AACPS has provided a draft bell schedule.   
– Transportation software (not yet working) can potentially improve bell 

scenarios. 
 

• Why haven’t I heard about this before? 
– SSL AACo is asking AACPS to create a work group to conduct more 

community outreach to explain why the status quo of start times is no 
longer acceptable for our student’s health and safety. 

– This issue has been bubbling for nearly 20 years, this is not a new 
issue. 
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Frequently Asked 
Questions 

• Have any other local school districts changed start times recently? 
– In Virginia, 72 out of the state's 95 counties start school at or after 8:00 

a.m. 
• Arlington County changed in 2001. 
• Fairfax County changed for 2015-2016 school year.   

– Montgomery County shifted 20 minutes to 7:45am in 2015-2016 school 
year. 

– Howard County (7:25am high school start) and Baltimore County (high 
schools start between 7:30am and 7:45am, with one 7:10am start) have  
Start School Later chapters 

– The Maryland Department of Health and Mental Hygiene and the 
Maryland Department of Education released a study in December 2014 
recommending school districts change their start times to 8am or later. 
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Presentation Notes
Fairfax County approved in Fall 2014, after 10 years of effort including a change of (elected) BOE members and Superintendent  to ones that supported effort.  Voted  to reconfigure bell times for 2015-2016 school year.  Two MD private schools are additional examples:Indian Creek Upper School (Crownsville)�This independent school was started in part to allow students to begin the school day at sleep-friendly hours, i.e., 8:45 am��School for Tomorrow (Rockville)�At this independent school, students must be present and ready to learn at 9:30 a.m. However, the school is open beginning at 8:00 a.m. (The core school day ends at 3:30 p.m., but the school is open until 5:00 p.m.)�



Frequently Asked 
Questions 

• How much will this start time shift cost? 
– Unknown, as it depends on  time shifts and bus transportation costs. 

Effective use of transportation software in planning process will help 
refine cost estimates from Task Force. 

– If teens are sleeping through class or not learning at full potential, 
then there is much more education money that is being wasted than 
the transportation costs to shift start times.  Economists say there is a 
9:1 cost benefit ratio.  

 
• More FAQ’s at the AACPS School Start Time Task Force 

website: 
http://aacpublicschools.org/aacps2/FAQ/Frequently%20Aske
d%20Questions/  
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Join or 

Contact us: 

Via Email 
sslaaco@gmail.com 

Or via our Facebook page 
 facebook.com/StartSchoolLaterAnneArundelCountyMD  

Or via Twitter 
@StartSchoolLaterAACo  

Or via our website 
http://www.startschoollater.net/md---anne-arundel-county.html  

Read our Wikipedia page 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Start_School_Later_movement  
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